
Poland’s greatest opera composer Stanislaw Moniuszko wrote 
music for his most celebrated work, the opera Halka, twice - 
both times in Vilnius. The first time was in 1847, seven years 
after he moved to the city following his music studies in Berlin. 
The second time, after the 1848 Vilnius premiere of the opera’s 
concert version proved to be a fiasco, Moniuszko extended the 
piece to include ballet scenes of traditional Polish dances for a 
performance at the Warsaw Opera House, in 1858. There, Halka 
was received with extreme enthusiasm, and was quickly pro-
claimed a Polish “national opera.”

A piece that has since exerted long-lasting power 
over the Polish collective imagination, Halka tells the story of 
a highlander peasant-girl who is seduced and rejected by her 
mighty landlord. Moniuszko commissioned the libretto from 
a Warsaw-based socialist poet Włodzimierz Wolski, who used a 
traditional folk romance to speak about social conflict. Deflow-
ered and left with a baby, Halka initially tries to win over her 
former lover, Janusz, as he is preparing to marry a noblewom-
an, Zofia. An adoring highlander friend, Jontek, accompanies 
the heroine on this mission as she gradually goes mad, recog-
nizing the reality of her situation. After the death of her child, 
Halka initially decides to set the church on fire on Janusz and 
Zofia’s wedding day, but she ends up choosing to kill herself in-
stead. The opera concludes with Halka throwing herself into 
the river while the wedding proceeds uninterrupted. 

This tragic love story was praised for its depiction of 
Polish folk culture and embodiment of true national spirit at 
a time when Poland-Lithuania was under occupation from 
Russia, Prussia and Austria, and struggling to regain indepen-
dence. However, more than a simple folk-themed romance, the 
love story is haunted by the echoes of bloody peasant revolt of 
1846, underscoring the tense class relations between Polish 
landlords and their feudal subjects.

The 1858 success of Halka won Moniuszko the director-
ship of the Warsaw Opera House, and the composer moved out 
of Vilnius, where he had lived for 18 years.  

Today, 168 years after its Vilnius premiere, Halka re-
turns to the city – albeit in a very particular form.

Halka was recently staged in Cazale, Haiti for “Le Polone” –
the descendants of Polish soldiers who fought for the Haitian 
Revolution in early 19th century. Sent to Saint-Domingue by 
Napoleon to quash the slaves’ rebellion, the Poles—who had 
joined Bonaparte to fight for the independence of their own 
country—are believed to have turned against their French 
commanders and united with the local insurgents. As a result, 
these soldiers were granted an honorary legal status of blacks 
in the newly established republic and settled in Haiti. Still to-
day, people from Cazale identify with their historical mother-
land, call themselves “Poloné,” and bear creolized surnames of 
their Polish ancestors. 

On February 7, 2015, a single performance of Halka was 
staged for a rapt local audience of Haitian “Poloné,” along with 
their friends and neighbors, on a winding dirt road, complete 
with passing motorbikes and animals. The final shape of the 
performance resulted from a collaborative process, where the 
original form of the work was adjusted to its new setting. Five 
soloists and the conductor from the Poznań Opera House, 
twenty-one musicians from Holy Trinity Philharmonic Or-
chestra of Port-au-Prince, and eighteen dancers from Cazale 
performed Halka to an audience of over one hundred people. A 
video documentation of this unusual performance is presented 
in Vilnius as a large-scale projected panorama. 

This project by C.T. Jasper and Joanna Malinowska was 
originally created for the Polish Pavilion at the 2015 Venice 
Biennale, where it was presented as an inquiry into the pow-
er of traditional artistic forms in constructing national iden-
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Born in Poland, C.T. Jasper is an artist who splits his life be-
tween New York and Ulan Bator. His works oscillate between 
various mediums,  focusing principally on video and electron-
ic-partisan interventions in already existing film works. Jas-
per’s previous projects include Erased (2013), Sunset of the Pha-
raohs (2014), and Vertigo (2015). His works have been presented 
in exhibitions in North America, Europe, Asia and the Caribbe-
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Museum Biennial in Russia. Malinowska and Jasper are con-
tinuing their collaboration, working on a new research project 
dedicated to tracing presence of African artifacts in the former 
People’s Republic of Poland.
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is based in New York. She works in sculpture, video, and per-
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ited in both solo and group exhibitions in the United States, 
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Histories at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh. In her 
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investigates local art histories and representations of national 
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narratives. To that end, she led the Central and Eastern Europe-
an branch of The Museum of Modern Art’s (MoMA’s) global re-
search initiative, C-MAP, and co-edited the project’s digital pub-
lication platform, post (from 2012 to 2015). Awarded a PhD in art 
history from Adam Mickiewicz University for her research into 
the Polish neo-avantgarde of the 1960s, Moskalewicz has pub-
lished and lectured internationally on Polish abstract paint-
ing, assemblage, and conceptual art. She has also published on 
more contemporary practices, recently on the work of Kosovar 
artist Sislej Xhafa. Moskalewicz curated the Polish Pavilion 
at the 56th Venice Biennale, with the highly acclaimed Halka/
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tities – especially in a complex postcolonial context. Through 
the gesture of exporting a Polish national opera to the Haitian 
tropics, an action which resembles the standard efforts of gov-
ernments promoting their countries abroad, the authors asked 
whether such an export could signify something other than 
cultural colonization or state promotion. Sending a typically 
Polish cultural creation to Cazale was intended to reorient the 
meaning of its national significance.

Bringing Halka /Haiti  back to Vilnius adds a post-
imperialist element to the story, further complicating the im-
age of Polish national identity that the opera was long believed 
to represent. With Vilnius more prominently in the picture, 
the history of Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth comes to 
the fore, as a source for contemporary Polish identity – much 
more than the national mythology, solidified in the nineteenth 
century artistic forms, would like to have it. The image of the 
distant “black Poles,” for whom the opera seems an alien and 
exotic creation, only reinforces the fact that Poland has many 
closer Others, with whom the issue of a shared cultural identity 
could be revisited. The Polish national opera returns to Lithua-
nia via Haiti – a rather unexpected twist in the complex, inter-
woven histories of the two neighboring countries.   

Magdalena Moskalewicz

The project is accompanied by a book, Halka/Haiti 18°48’′05’’′′N 
72°23’′01’’W: C.T. Jasper & Joanna Malinowska that provides both 
a multifaceted conceptual framework for staging the Polish na-
tional opera in Haiti and a detailed record of this remarkable 
endeavor. With an introductory essay from the project’s curator 
and an interview with the artists, the book also features three 
newly commissioned essays—literary scholar Katarzyna Czeczot’s 
inquiry into the political underpinnings of Halka’s libretto, 
diplomat Géri Benoît’s history of her hometown of Cazale, and 
anthropologist Kacper Pobłocki’s uncovering of Poland’s rela-
tionship to race and slavery – alongside the late Michel-Rolph 
Trouillot’s seminal reflection on the global silencing of the 
Haitian Revolution. 

Also included are questionnaires completed by the proj-
ect’s Haitian and Polish participants, translated selections from 
the opera’s libretto, extensive photographic documentation of 
the rehearsals, and stills from the film itself. Edited by Magdalena 
Moskalewicz, the book is co-published by Zachęta—Nation-
al Gallery of Art and Inventory Press, with design by Project 
Projects. 

WORK PRESENTED: 

C. T. Jasper & Joanna Malinowska
Halka/Haiti 18°48’′05’’′′N 72°23’′01’’W, 2015
Multichannel video projection, 82 minutes. 

Project produced for the Polish Pavilion at the 56th Venice Art 
Biennale and curated by Magdalena Moskalewicz. Collection 
of Zachęta – National Gallery of Art, Warsaw.  

Part I, Overture: 13 minutes.
Part II, Opera: 69 minutes.
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